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Bulletin board activity is an important bridge between the students’ involvement 

with the daily information and the knowledge they get from their studies as well as 

personal experiences. Bulletin boards play an important role in giving updates 

related to different issues prevailing in the institute, viz-a viz. IP University and as 

also in the society. 

 

In Gitarattan Institute of Advanced Studies and Training, bulletin board decoration 

activity is a core activity which gives special emphasis on displaying relevant and 

useful information on it. 

 

To fulfill this purpose, bulletin boards are updated every fortnight on the basis of 

different themes such as water conservation, patriotism, festivals, news boards, 

circulars, etc. Students of D.El.Ed and B.Ed are divided into groups on the basis of 

houses allotted to them and accordingly they decorate respective bulletin boards 

allotted to them. 

 

In this way students show their respective innovative bulletin-board presentation 

skills, team spirit and coordination by taking part in it. This is a joyful activity with 

full zeal and enthusiasm. 

 

 



Bulletin board presentations are organised on various occasions and the recent one 

was organised on the occasion of cultural event ‘Zenith’ conducted in the premises 

of Gitarattan Institute of Advanced Studies and Training in association with 

Gitarattan International Business School on 26th February 2020.  

 

 
 

Group activities, under bulletin-board presentations include many theme-based 

activities, like  cooking without gas, rap war, just a minute, instrumental, best out 

of waste, treasure hunt, rangoli, as also face-painting, etc. It is an innovative task 

where students come up with creative ideas and use a variety of materials such as 

newspapers, cardboards, different colors, pictures and their cutouts, wooden sticks 

etc. to decorate bulletin boards. Performance of students was evaluated by 

respected judges and ranks were given accordingly to groups. 
 

 



 


